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The aim of this study is to develop a novel fuzzy clustering neural network (FCNN) algorithm as pattern classiﬁers for real-time
odor recognition system. In this type of FCNN, the input neurons activations are derived through fuzzy c mean clustering of the
input data, so that the neural system could deal with the statistics of the measurement error directly. Then the performance of
FCNN network is compared with the other network which is well-known algorithm, named multilayer perceptron (MLP), for
the same odor recognition system. Experimental results show that both FCNN and MLP provided high recognition probability in
determining various learn categories of odors, however, the FCNN neural system has better ability to recognize odors more than
the MLP network.
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License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electronic/artiﬁcial noses are being developed as systems for
the automated detection and classiﬁcation of odors, vapors,
and gases. The two main components of an electronic nose
are the sensing system and the automated pattern recogni-
tionsystem.Thesensingsystemcanbeanarrayofseveraldif-
ferent sensing elements (e.g., chemical sensors), where each
element measures a diﬀerent property of the sensed odor,
or it can be a single sensing device (e.g., spectrometer) that
produces an array of measurements for each odor, or it can
be a combination. Each odor presented to the sensor array
produces a signature or pattern characteristic of the odor.
By presenting many diﬀerent odors to the sensor array, a
database of signatures is built up. This database of labeled
odor signatures is used to train the pattern recognition sys-
tem. The goal of this training process is to conﬁgure the
recognitionsystemtoproduceclusteringofeachodorsothat
an automated identiﬁcation can be implemented [1–5].
Theodorsensingsystemshouldbeextendedtonewareas
sinceitsstandardstyle,wheretheoutputpatternfrommulti-
plesensorswithpartiallyoverlappedspeciﬁcity,isrecognized
by a neural network [6–9]. In many practical pattern classiﬁ-
cationandrecognitionproblems,theperformanceofasingle
classiﬁermaynotbesatisfactory.Thishasraisedawarenessof
the potential of multiple classiﬁer systems. Indeed, diﬀerent
machine learning systems to solve more complex problems
have became one of the main directions in machine learning
research [10].
Zvi Boger has described some of his recent electronic
nose-based ANN applications [11]. A speciﬁc example is the
classiﬁcation of the type of bacterial infection in intensive
care unit patients. Gas samples were collected from the ex-
haled breath of patients connected to a respiration machine
at oxygen concentrations of 30%, 50%, and 100%. Electri-
cal conductance data of an array of 16 conductive polymers
was used to train ANN model to predict the presence of the
more prevalent bacteria species in 59 training examples; the
ANN model gave 4 (6.8%) false positives, while 6 out of the
21 validation examples. Kusumoputroet al.have developed a
new kind of hybrid neural learning system, combining unsu-
pervised self-organizing maps (SOM) and supervised back-
propagation (BP) learning rules [12]. This hybrid neural sys-
tem could estimate the cluster distribution of given data, and
directitintoapredeﬁnednumberofclusterneuronsthrough
creationanddeletionmechanism.Duttaetal.havepresented
comparative works to classify the six bacteria classes, us-
ing an unsupervised classiﬁer named fuzzy c means (FCM)
and SOM network, and three supervised classiﬁers, namely,
multi layer perceptron (MLP), probabilistic neural network
(PNN),andradialbasisfunction(RBF)network,respectively
[13]. Karlık and Bastaki have presented a higher-order MLP
structure to diagnos bad breath of sugar diabetic illness tak-
ing the odor data from the patients [14]. The disadvantage of2 Journal of Automated Methods and Management in Chemistry
a l lt h e s ew o r k sg i v e na b o v ei sl e s sr e c o g n i t i o nr a t ef o rm o r e
than ten diﬀerent odor classes. Then, Temel and Karlık have
proposed a learning vector quantization (LVQ) neural net-
work to classify twenty diﬀerent odor patterns of perfume
[15]. The only disadvantage of this proposed algorithm is the
need for storing class covariance matrices. Manipulation of
a new data involves storage and retrieval of class covariance
matrices,whichinfactisaminorexpensecomparedtobulky
processing with other well-known methods.
In this study, we have developed-odor sensing system
with the capability of the discrimination among closely sim-
ilar 16 diﬀerent odor patterns and proposed a real-time
classiﬁcation method, using a handheld odor meter (OMX-
GR sensor) and fuzzy clustering neural networks. A high-
performancebiologicallyinspiredodor-identiﬁcationsystem
is described. Due to a sample-based decision, the system can
be reliably operated as a real-time odor recognition system
(or electronic nose).
2. BACKGROUND
A rtiﬁcialne uralnetw orksar eoft enseenasblac kbo x eswhic h
compute, in a mysterious way, one or more output values
for a vector of input values. The impressive advantages of
NNs are the capability of solving highly nonlinear and com-
plex problems and the eﬃciency of processing imprecise
and noisy data. The feedforward neural network is usually
trained by a back-propagation training algorithm, which has
generalizeddeltarulelearning.Thiswastheeﬀectiveusageof
it only after 1980s [16]. Furthermore, this training method
requires a great deal of computational time. With the advan-
tage of high-speed computational technology, NNs are more
realistic, easily updateable, and implementable today. In the
following sections, the high-order NN and the fuzzy cluster-
ing NN algorithms are summarized.
2.1. Multilayerperceptron(MLP)
The most common neural network model is the MLP. An
MLP network is grouped in layers of neurons, that is, in-
put layer, output layer, and hidden layers of neurons that can
be seen as groups of parallel processing units. As illustrated
by the example shown in Figure 1, each neuron of a layer is
connected to all the neurons of the following layer (feedfor-
ward neural network). These connections are directed (from
the input to the output layer) and have weights assigned to
them. Associated with each connection is a numerical value,
which is the strength or the weight of that connection: wij =
strength of connection between units i and j [17].
Theconnectionstrengthsaredevelopedduringthetrain-
ing of neural network. When presented an input pattern,
a feedforward network computation results in an output
pattern that is the result of generalization and synthesis of
what it has learned and stored in its connection strengths.
This type of neural network is known as a supervised net-
work because it requires a desired output in order to learn.
Back-propagation algorithmwascreatedbygeneralizeddelta
learning rule to multiple-layer networks and nonlinear dif-
ferentiable transfer functions [18].
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Figure 1: General architecture of MLP.
A feedforward network computation with these back-
p r o p a g a t i o nn e u r a ln e t w o r k sp r o c e e d sa sf o l l o w s .
(1) The units in the input layer receive their activations in
the form of an input pattern; this initiates the feed-
forward process.
(2) Theprocessingunitsineachlayerreceiveoutputsfrom
other units and perform the following computations.
(a) Compute their net input Nj as follows:
Nj =
M  
k=1
wjkok (1)
in which ok = output from units impinging on
unit j,a n dM = number of units impinging on
unit j.
(b) Compute their activation values from their net
input values:
aj = Fj
 
Nj
 
,( 2 )
where Fj is usually a sigmoid function as follows:
Fj =
1
1+e−(Nj−θj). (3)
(c) Compute their outputs from their activation val-
ues.Intheneuralnetworktypeusedinthisstudy,
the output is the same as the activation value,
that is,
oj = aj. (4)
(3) The output values are sent to other processing units
along the outgoing connections.
(4) Thisprocesscontinuesuntiltheprocessingunitsinthe
outputlayercomputetheiractivationvalues.Theseac-
tivation values are the output of the neural computa-
tions.B. Karlık and K. Y¨ uksek 3
The modiﬁcation of the strengths of the connections in
the generalized delta rule, described by Rumelhart et al.[16],
is accomplished through the gradient descent on the total er-
ror in a given training case,
Δwij = ηδjoj,( 5 )
in which η = a learning constant called the learning rate; and
δj =gradientofthetotalerrorwithrespecttothenetinputat
unit j. At the output units, δj is determined from the diﬀer-
ence between the expected activations tj and the computed
activations aj:
δj =
 
tj − aj
 
F  
Nj
 
,( 6 )
where F  = a derivative of activation function. At the hidden
units, the expected activations are not known a priori. The
following equation gives a reasonable estimate of δj for the
hidden units:
δj =
  M  
k=1
δkwjk
 
F
  
Nj
 
. (7)
In (7), the error attributed to a hidden unit depends on
the error of the units that inﬂuence it. The amount of er-
ror from these units attributed to the hidden unit depends
on the strength of connection from the hidden unit to those
units; a hidden unit with a strong excitatory connection to a
unit exhibiting error will be strongly “blamed” for this error,
causing this connection strength to be reduced. The greatest
disadvantage of this algorithm is that it does not even ensure
convergence towards a local minimum.
2.2. Fuzzyclusteringneuralnetwork(FCNN)
FCNN consists of combination of a fuzzy self-organizing
layer and the MLP, which is connected in cascade, where
the number of data points is reduced using fuzzy c-means
clustering before inputs are presented to a neural network
system. Therefore, the training period of the neural net-
work is decreased. The self-organizing layer is responsible
for the clustering of the input data. The outputs of all self-
organizing neurons (the cluster centers) form the input vec-
tor to the second MLP subnetwork [19–22]. The number of
data points is reduced using fuzzy c-means clustering be-
fore inputs are presented to a neural network system. The
idea of fuzzy clustering is to divide the data into fuzzy parti-
tions, which overlap with each other. Therefore, the contain-
ment of each data to each cluster is deﬁned by a membership
grade in (0,1). In formal words, clustering in unlabeled data
X ={ x1,x2,...,xN}⊂  h,w h e r eN is the number of data
networks and h is the dimension of each data vector, is the
assignment of c number of partition labels to the vectors in
X.T h ec-partition of X are sets of (c · N) membership val-
ues {uik} that can be conveniently arrayed as a (c × N)m a -
trix U = [uik]. The problem of fuzzy clustering is to ﬁnd
the optimum membership matrix U. The most widely used
objective function for fuzzy clustering in X is the weighted
within-groups sum of the squared-errors objective function
Jm. [23]:
min
U,V
 
Jm(U,V;X) =
N  
k=1
c  
i=1
 
uik
 m   xk −vi
   2
A
 
,( 8 )
where
U ∈ Mfcn
=
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
U ∈  cN
             
0 ≤ uik ≤ 1 ∀ik & ∀k,uik > 0 ∃i
0 <
N  
k=1
uik <n∀i &
c  
i=1
uik = 1 ∀k
⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎬
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎭
.
(9)
V ={ v1,v2,...,vc} is a vector of (unknown) cluster centers,
and  x A =
√
xTAx is an inner product norm. A is an hxh
positive deﬁnitematrix,whichspeciﬁestheshapeoftheclus-
ters. Fuzzy partitions are carried out by the fuzzy C-means
(FCM) algorithm through an iterative optimization of equa-
tion according to the following steps.
Step 1. Choose the number of clusters (c), weighting expo-
nent (m), iteration limit (iter), termination criterion (ε>0),
and the norm for error =  Vt −Vt−1 .
Step 2. Guess the initial position of the cluster centers: V0 =
{v1,0,v2,0,...,vc,0}⊂  ch.
Step 3. Iterate for t = 1 iteration; calculate
uik,t =
⎡
⎣
c  
j=1
     Xk −Vi,t−1
   
A    Xk −Vj,t−1
   
A
 2/(m−1)⎤
⎦
−1
,
Vi,t =
 N
k=1
 
uik,t
 mxk
 N
k=1
 
uik,t
 m .
(10)
If error =  Vt −Vt−1 ≤ε, then stop and put (Uf,Vf) =
(Ut,Vt)n e x tt ot.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study a “handheld odor meter, OMX-GR” is used to
obtain odor data. This is completely manufactured by FiS as
an OEM product. The OMX-GR sensor indicates two factors
of odor, “strength” and “classiﬁcation”, with numeric values.
This is very useful for various applications related to odor
detection and measurement. Also, real-time continuous data
can be stored into a personal computer through RS-232C in-
terface. As it can be seen in Figure 2, the strength and clas-
siﬁcation of odor can be identiﬁed by using two diﬀerent
gas sensors: one has a speciﬁc sensitivity to a light and fresh
smell and the other has a speciﬁc sensitivity to a heavy and
bad smell. Memory sampling of this odor meter is suitable to
store 16 diﬀerent patterns of odor sampling.
The schematic diagram of the whole system is illustrated
in Figure 3. The multiple (consisting of two semiconductor
gas sensors) OMX-GR odor sensor signals are simultane-
ously measured, using the strength of odor concentration.4 Journal of Automated Methods and Management in Chemistry
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Figure 2: Sensor conﬁguration and measurement principle.
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Figure 3: A prototype of a real-time odor recognition system.
Both of these gas sensors (OMX-GR) operate in the real-
time sampling mode. The samples were delivered to a fuzzy
c mean (FCM) clustering algorithm to obtain unsupervised
feature extraction. FCM is a fuzzy data clustering and par-
titioning algorithm in which each data point belongs to a
cluster according to its degree of membership. With FCM,
an initial estimate of the number of clusters is needed so that
the data set is split into C fuzzy groups. A cluster center is
foundforeachgroupby minimizing adissimilarity function.
Fuzzy clustering, essentially, deals with the task of splitting a
set of patterns into a number of more or less homogeneous
classes (clusters) with respect to a suitable similarity measure
suchthatthepatternsbelonging toanyone oftheclustersare
similar and the patterns of diﬀerent clusters are as dissimilar
as possible. The similarity measure used has an important
eﬀect on the clustering results since it indicates which math-
ematical properties of the data set should be used in order to
identify the clusters. Fuzzy clustering provides partitioning
results with additional information supplied by the cluster
membership values, indicating diﬀerent degrees of belong-
ingness [15]. Then the multiplexed time-series data, which
belongs to 16 diﬀerent odors of perfumes, are clustered and
are inputs to the supervised neural network algorithm. This
neural network trained BP algorithm classiﬁes the sensor-
array output patterns into odor categories. The system was
trained to identify odors of 16 diﬀerent perfumes with 20
samples for each.
This system allows users to obtain the desired data from
a particular odorant (perfume). There are two ways to ob-
tain data by using a handheld odor meter. These are real-
time sampling data and memory sampling data. The sensor
output voltages (raw data) were sampled approximately ev-
ery one second. The last form is ANN System, which classi-
ﬁes the training and test data of odor samples (see Figure 4).
The number of features in each input pattern, in our case,
is 16 × 20 (each odor contains 20 samples). The numbers of
output units are 16 outputs for 16 diﬀerent classes of odor
samples.
4. EVALUATION OF NEURAL NETWORK-
CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE
The sixteen diﬀerent odors of perfume dataset were analyzed
using two types ANN classiﬁers, namely the multilayer per-
ceptron(MLP)andtheproposedfuzzyclusteringneuralnet-
work (FCNN) structures. The training of both ANN struc-
tures was performed with half of the whole data set. The
other half was used for testing both structures of neural net-
works. These percentages were selected arbitrarily and were
applied for all datasets (see Figure 4).
Figure 5 describes the comparing results between high-
order MLP (it consists of 2 hidden layers) and FCNN al-
gorithms for 100000 iterations. As noted, the average mean
square error (MSE) of FCNN is less than the MLP structure.
In other word, we can say that an average recognition accu-
racyofFCNNisbetterthanMLP.Moreover,itisnoted,inthe
resultsabove,thattheFCNNconvergestoadeterminederror
goal faster than the MLP. By the way, we tried to recognizeB. Karlık and K. Y¨ uksek 5
Figure 4: The recognition form.
these data by using a 3-layered perceptron, which has only
one hidden layer, but it could not classify the whole dataset.
It was able to recognize only 9 diﬀerent odors out of 16.
FCNN was able to correctly classify 93.75% of the re-
sponse vectors whereas the HO-MLP neural network’s level
of correct classiﬁcation was up to 62.6875% of accuracy for
whole normalized data set of 16 diﬀerent odors. Depend-
ing on using both ANN architectures, optimum learning rate
and momentum coeﬃcient were found as 0.95 and 0.01, re-
spectively.
I tc a nb es e e ni nFigure 6, the number of hidden layers
was ﬁxed to one hidden layer for ANN structures, and the
number of nodes (or units) in that hidden layer was changed
several times. Also, the iteration number was ﬁxed to 100000
iterations. These results (of the output error) were drawn to-
gether with the number of nodes in the hidden layer in a
curve.
The artiﬁcial neural networks were coded in Delphi, and
the back-propagation algorithm was employed for network
training. Networks with diﬀerent numbers of hidden units
and initial weights were experimented and optimized.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this works, a real-time odor recognition system, employ-
ing two classiﬁers, is described. It contains two phases for
training and testing phases. The training phase aims at lo-
calizing samples in their respective classes. It was shown that
odors are identiﬁed very reliably and faster with FCNN than
MLP. These systems are designed for speciﬁc applications
with a limited range of odors. Training the ANN system, us-
ing the data we have collected during our study of the elec-
tronic nose, resulted in the following output of error. An-
other advantage of the parallel processing nature of the ANN
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works.
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of FCNN.
is the speed performance. During development, ANNs are
conﬁgured in a training mode. This involves a repetitive pro-
cess of presenting data from known diagnoses to the train-
ing algorithm. This training mode often takes many hours
using, especially, ordinary MLP. The payback occurs in the
ﬁeld, where the actual odor identiﬁcation is accomplished by
propagating the data through the system which takes only a
fraction of a second. This proposed ANN program, named
FCNN, is very useful for real-time odor record and odor
recognition system, which has a various types of odor sam-
ples.6 Journal of Automated Methods and Management in Chemistry
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